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Wake the Sun
Note: Mark and store your cutting pieces according to the block they have been assigned to. This will ease piecing quilt together.
Visit your favorite quilting or tutorial website for information on foundation paper piecing.
wof

KEY

FABRIC

SKU

YD

CUTTING INSTRUCTIONS
quilt center

A

100Q-2033
Green

= width of fabric

- nyb blocks: (2) 4-1/2” x 6” pieces for C3.

#7 - nyb blocks: (9) of Template #5.
(54) 2-1/2” x 3-1/2” rectangles for D2, D3, D5, D7, D9, D11.

border

7/8

pieced blocks:

(1) 3” x WOF strip; subcut (8) 3” squares. Then cut
(1) 1-1/2” x WOF strip; subcut (16) 1-1/2” x 2-1/2” pieces.

B

100Q-2051
Chai

quilt center

3/8

pieced blocks:

(1) 3” x WOF strip; subcut (8) 3” squares. Then cut
(1) 1-1/2” x WOF strip; subcut (16) 1-1/2” x 2-1/2” pieces.

quilt center

C

100Q-2029
Sunburst

7/8

D

- nyb blocks: (2) 4-1/2” x 6” pieces for B3.

#7 - nyb blocks: (7) of Template #5.
Then cut (42) 2-1/2” x 3-1/2” rectangles for D2, D3, D5, D7, D9, D11.

border

pieced blocks:

(1) 3” x WOF strip; subcut (8) 3” squares. Then cut
(1) 1-1/2” x WOF strip; subcut (16) 1-1/2” x 2-1/2” pieces.

quilt center

100Q-2031
Lemon Lime

- nyb blocks: (2) 4-1/2” x 6” pieces for C3.

5/8

- nyb blocks: (2) 4-1/2” x 6” pieces for B1.

#7 - nyb blocks: (6) of Template #5. Then cut
(36) 2-1/2” x 3-1/2” rectangles for D2, D3, D5, D7, D9, D11.

border

pieced blocks:

(1) 3” x WOF strip; subcut (8) 3” squares. Then cut
(1) 1-1/2” x WOF strip; subcut (16) 1-1/2” x 2-1/2” pieces.

quilt center
border

- nyb blocks: (4) each of Templates #2 and #3.

#7 - nyb blocks: (56) each of Templates #6 and #7.

border #1: (4) 1-1/2” x WOF strips; subcut
(2) 1-1/2” x 32-1/2” and (2) 1-1/2” x 30-1/2” strips.

E

100Q-2049
Admiral

5

border #6: (7) 1” x WOF strips. Piece strips and subcut
(2) 1” x 64-1/2”and (2) 1” x 63-1/2” strips.
outer border: (9) 3-1/2” x WOF strips. Piece strips and subcut
(2) 3-1/2” x 92-1/2” and (2) 3-1/2” x 86-1/2” strips.
pieced blocks:

(1) 3” x WOF strip; subcut (8) 3” squares. Then cut
(1) 1-1/2” x WOF strip; subcut (16) 1-1/2” x 2-1/2” pieces.

Project Disclaimer: Every effort has been made to ensure that all projects are error free. All the information is presented in good faith,
however, no warranty can be given nor results guaranteed. Therefore, we assume no responsibility nor damages that may occur when
referring to this pattern. When errors are brought to our attention, we make every effort to correct and post a revision as soon as
possible. We suggest you check anthologyfabrics.com for pattern updates and to test the pattern prior to making the project.
Test templates first, before cutting all the pieces. Free projects are not for resale.
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CUTTING INSTRUCTIONS
quilt center

F

100Q-2039
Pearly Purple

= width of fabric

- nyb blocks: (2) 4-1/2” x 6” pieces for B3.

#7 - nyb blocks: (6) of Template #5. Then cut
(36) 2-1/2” x 3-1/2” rectangles for D2, D3, D5, D7, D9, D11.

border

5/8

pieced blocks:

(1) 3” x WOF strip; subcut (8) 3” squares. Then cut
(1) 1-1/2” x WOF strip; subcut (16) 1-1/2” x 2-1/2” pieces.
- nyb blocks: (4) of Template #4. Then cut
(20) 3” x 6” rectangles for A2, A3, B2, C1, C4.

quilt center

border

G

100Q-1638
Rice

#2: (20) Template #8.

border #3: (5) 1-1/2” x WOF strips. Piece and subcut
(2) 1-1/2” x 50-1/2” and (2) 1-1/2” x 48-1/2” strips.

5

#5: (7) 2” x WOF strips. Piece and subcut
(2) 2” x 63-1/2” and (2) 2” x 60-1/2” strips.
border

#7 - nyb blocks: (280) 2” x 3-1/2” rectangles for
D1, D4, D6, D8, D10.

border

pieced blocks:

(7) 3” x WOF strips; subcut (88) 3” squares. Then cut
(2) 1-1/2” x WOF strips; subcut (44) 1-1/2” squares.
- nyb blocks: (4) of Template #1. Then cut
(4) 4-1/2” x 6” rectangles for A4 and C2.

quilt center

H

100Q-2026
Cardinal

1-1/4

#7 - nyb blocks: (9) of Template #5. Then cut
(54) 2-1/2” x 3-1/2” rectangles for D2, D3, D5, D7, D9, D11.

border

pieced blocks:

(1) 3” x WOF strip; subcut (8) 3” squares. Then cut
(1) 1-1/2” x WOF strip; subcut (16) 1-1/2” x 2-1/2” pieces.

I

100Q-2064
Grey

quilt center

3/8

pieced blocks:

(1) 3” x WOF strip; subcut (8) 3” squares. Then cut
(1) 1-1/2” x WOF strip; subcut (16) 1-1/2” x 2-1/2” pieces.

quilt center

J

100Q-2028
Orange

- nyb blocks: (2) 4-1/2” x 6” rectangles for B1.

- nyb blocks: (2) 4-1/2” x 6” rectangles for A1.

#7 - nyb blocks: (6) of Template #5. Then cut
(36) 2-1/2” x 3-1/2” rectangles for D2, D3, D5, D7, D9, D11.

border

5/8

pieced blocks:

(1) 3” x WOF strip; subcut (8) 3” squares. Then cut
(1) 1-1/2” x WOF strip; subcut (16) 1-1/2” x 2-1/2” pieces.
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CUTTING INSTRUCTIONS
quilt center

K

100Q-2045
Aqua Green

= width of fabric

- nyb blocks: (4) 4-1/2” x 6” rectangles for C2 and A4.

#7 - nyb blocks: (6) of Template #5. Then cut
(36) 2-1/2” x 3-1/2” rectangles for D2, D3, D5, D7, D9, D11.

border

5/8

pieced blocks:

(1) 3” x WOF strip; subcut (8) 3” squares. Then cut
(1) 1-1/2” x WOF strip; subcut (16) 1-1/2” x 2-1/2” pieces.

L

100Q-2065
Lava Grey

border

2-1/2

#7 - nyb blocks: (36) of Template #8.

#8: (9) 3-1/2” x WOF strips. Piece strips and subcut
(2) 3-1/2” x 86-1/2” and (2) 3-1/2” x 80-1/2” strips.
border

quilt center

M

N

100Q-2046
Blue

- nyb blocks: (2) 4-1/2” x 6” rectangles for A1.

#7 - nyb blocks: (7) of Template #5. Then cut
(42) 2-1/2” x 3-1/2” rectangles for D2, D3, D5, D7, D9, D11.

border

7/8

pieced blocks:

(1) 3” x WOF strip; subcut (8) 3” squares. Then cut
(1) 1-1/2” x WOF strip; subcut (16) 1-1/2” x 2-1/2” pieces.

100Q-2037
Hibiscus

3/4

binding:

(10) 2-1/4” x WOF strips.

for binding

3

(108” wide back)

Backing

8-1/4”

100” x 100” piece of batting.

(Regular Backing)

Additional Materials: Template plastic or poster board for templates.
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QUILT CENTER - NYB BLOCKS
1. Using the A, B and C foundation patterns on Pages 11-13, paper piece (2) A units using Fabrics
G, H, and J. Paper piece (2) B units using Fabrics C, G and D. Paper piece (2) C units using
Fabrics G, A, and K. Join units A-C together. Add a #1 H piece, #2 E piece, #3 E piece and
#4 G piece to complete a Center Block. Make (2).
2. In the same way, paper piece (2) A units using Fabric G, K and M. Paper piece (2) B units using
Fabric F, G and I pieces. Paper piece (2) C units using Fabric G, B and H pieces. Join A-C units
together and add the same pieces as in #1 to complete two additional Center Blocks.
3. Join the (4) center blocks as shown to make the center medallion, measuring 30-1/2” square.
center piece 1

#3
A4

#4

A3

#1

#2

C1

B1

B2
C4

#1

B2

#2

B3
A2

C1

center piece 1

center piece 1

center piece 2

B1

#3

C2

center piece 2

B3

C3

C2

C3

C4

A4
A1

A2

A1
A3

center medallion

center piece 2

#4

PIECED BORDER BLOCKS
4. Half-Square Triangle (HST): Draw a diagonal line on the wrong side of (1) G 3” square. Place
square, right sides together, on (1) A 3” square. Sew 1/4” on both sides of the drawn line. Cut
along drawn line to yield (2) HST units. Open and press. Square to measure 2-1/2”. Make (4).
A
G

Sew 1/4” away from both
sides of drawn line.
Cut along drawn line.

Yields (2)

Make (4) A/G HST units.
Square to 2-1/2”
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5. Arrange and sew together (2) HST units to the long sides of (1) A 1-1/2” x 2-1/2” rectangle, as
shown, to make a row. Make (2).
6. Arrange and sew together (2) A 1-1/2” x 2-1/2” rectangles and (1) G 1-1/2” square, as shown.
7. Sew together the rows to complete (1) 5-1/2” square block. Make (4).
Step 5

Step 7

Make (2)
Step 6
Make (4) of A/G
Square to 5-1/2”

8. Using fabric G, repeat Steps 4-7 to make (4) blocks each with the following fabrics:
B, C, D, E, F, H, I, J, K, and M.
BORDERS 2 AND 7 - NYB BLOCKS
9. Using the D foundation pattern on Page 14, paper piece (1) unit using Fabrics A and G.
Complete the block by adding (1) each of #5 A piece, #6 E piece, #7 E piece and #8 G piece.
Block measures 8-1/2” square.
10. In the same way, make the indicated number of blocks using the following fabric combinations.
Note that some blocks have Fabric G for piece #8 and some have Fabric L.
(3) BLOCKS

C/E/G

A/E/G

H/E/G

M/E/G

(2) BLOCKS

J/E/G

D/E/G

F/E/G

K/E/G

(6) BLOCKS

H/E/L

A/E/L

(4) BLOCKS

K/E/L

M/E/L

F/E/L

J/E/L

uses fabric g

uses fabric g

uses fabric l

uses fabric l

C/E/L

D/E/L
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Quilt Top Assembly
11. Border 1: Sew (2) E 1-1/2” x 30-1/2” strips to left and right sides of the Center Medallion.
Then sew (2) E 1-1/2” x 32-1/2” strips to the top and bottom of quilt center.
E

E

12. Border 2 (NYB Blocks): Noting the orientation and units, arrange and sew together (4) NYB
Blocks to make a column. Repeat to make another column, using different NYB Blocks.
Sew columns to the left and right sides of the quilt center as shown.
H/E/G

F/E/G

F/E/G

M/E/G

C/E/G

H/E/G

C/E/G

D/E/G

F/E/G

D/E/G

D/E/G

F/E/G

D/E/G

A/E/G

M/E/G

A/E/G

H/E/G

J/E/G

C/E/G

M/E/G

K/E/G

A/E/G

13. Similar to Step 12, arrange and sew together
(6) NYB Blocks to make (2) rows. Sew to the top
and bottom of the quilt center as shown.
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14. Border 3: Sew (2) G 1-1/2” x 48-1/2” strips to the left and right sides of the quilt center.
Sew (2) G 1-1/2” x 50-1/2” strips to the top and bottom.
G

G

Border 4
15. Arrange and sew together (10) Pieced Blocks to make (2) columns.
b/g

i/g

f/g

m/g

k/g

d/g

a/g

c/g

j/g

h/g

16. Similar to Step 15, arrange and sew together (12) Pieced Blocks to make (2) rows.
e/g

h/g

j/g

c/g

d/g

a/g

k/g

m/g

f/g

i/g

b/g

e/g

17. Noting rotation of borders, sew the
columns first, to the left and right sides
of quilt center. Then sew the rows to the
top and bottom of quilt center.
Rotated Column

Rotated Row
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18. Border 5: Sew (2) G 2” x 60-1/2” strips to the left and rights sides of the quilt center, followed
by (2) G 2” x 63-1/2” strips to the top and bottom.
G

19. Border 6: Sew (2) E 1” x 63-1/2” strips to left and right sides of the quilt center, followed by
(2) E 1” x 64-1/2” strips to the top and bottom.
E

8
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Border 7
20. Similar to Step 12, arrange and sew together (8) NYB Blocks to make (2) columns.

H/E/G

J/E/G

C/E/G

D/E/G

A/E/G

Then arrange and sew together (10) NYB Blocks to make (2) rows.
A/E/G

K/E/G

M/E/G

F/E/G

H/E/G

21. Noting the orientation of the NYB Blocks, sew the columns to the left and right sides of quilt
center and the rows to the top and bottom, as shown below.

Rotated Column

Rotated Row

22. Border 8: Sew (2) L 3-1/2” x 80-1/2” strips to left and right sides of the quilt center, followed
by (2) L 3-1/2” x 86-1/2” strips to the top and bottom.
23. Outer Border: Sew (2) E 3-1/2” x 86-1/2” strips to left and right sides of the quilt center,
followed by (2) E 3-1/2” x 92-1/2” strips to the top and bottom. Reference quilt diagram on
Page 10.
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Quilt Diagram
OUTER BORDER E
BORDER #8 L
BORDER 7 NYB BLOCKS
BORDER 6 E
BORDER 5 G
BORDER 4 PIECED BLOCKS
BORDER 3 G
BORDER 2 NYB BLOCKS
BORDER 1 E

FINISHING: Layer quilt top, batting and backing together to form quilt sandwich.
Baste and quilt as desired. Bind using N 2-1/4” strips.
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Templates - Wake the Sun
please print at 100%

Make (4) copies.

C4
C1

C3

C2
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Templates - Wake the Sun
please print at 100%

Make (4) copies.
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Templates - Wake the Sun
please print at 100%

Make (4) copies.

A4

A3

A1

A2
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Templates - Wake the Sun
please print at 100%

D11

D10
D9

D8

Make (56) copies.

D7
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Templates - Wake the Sun

Template #5

Template #2

Full Size Templates
please print at 100%
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Templates - Wake the Sun

Template #1

Full Size Templates
please print at 100%

#3b

Template #3a
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Templates - Wake the Sun
#3c

Template #3c
Template #3b

#3b

please
print print
templates
at 100%
please
at 100%

#3a
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Templates - Wake the Sun
#4b

Template #4c

#4b

Template #4a

Template #6

Full Size Templates

Template #7b

please print at 100%

a

#7
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Templates - Wake the Sun
#7b

Full Size Templates
please print at 100%

Template #8b

Template #7a

Template #8a

#8a
#8b
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#4a

Templates - Wake the Sun

Template #4b

Full Size Templates
please print at 100%

#4c
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